
RE: Shoreland Zone Amendment
From Kalinich, Jeffrey C <Jeffrey.C.Kalinich@maine.gov>

To planningboard@townoflongisland.us <planningboard@townoflongisland.us>

Date 2021-02-11 13:05

Hi Steve,

I reviewed the daft you attached to your email and found some issues in the definition section as it

relates to removing timer harvesting.  Since the document is a pdf I can't comment in it.  On page 37 do

not delete the Bureau definition but amend it to  "Bureau of Forestry- State of Maine Department of

Agriculture, Conservation, and Forestry, Bureau of Forestry."  Also delete the definitions for Forest

management activities and Forest Stand.  Forestry is very particular about this.  Also on Page 20 instead

of Administered by State of Maine say Administered by Bureau of Forestry.

As for the questions:

Q1- For 15 P(1) the removal is for what is necessary which has to be determined on a case by case basis

depending on the type of use, whether existing or proposed, and the location on the parcel.  For P 2&3

vegetation can't be removed in excess of the standards except to allow for development that might not be

permissible, but revegetation must occur according to 15 S..

Q2- The ability of equipment to legally access the shorefront from land.  Can access via land be limited

to the allowed 12 foot wide path?  Can the area be revegetated in accordance with 4.15(s)?  Will

accessing the area by land result in other alterations besides vegetation removal?  Will accessing by

land destabilize the area.  Where will equipment and materials be staged from?  Are materials and

equipment being transported to the Island for the project?

Q3- The NRPA project managers do not review these revegetation plans.  They send a copy of the permit to

me and the CEO for review for consistency with shoreland zoning requirements.  Our comments are then

passed onto the project manager and requested changes are supposed to be incorporated into the NRPA

permit.

Q4- Yes and you can ask for assistance from the Department of Agriculture to make sure it incorporates

their best management practices.

Q5-  Yes I have discussed this with Mr. Hart and Mr. Nagle.  It reflects the Department's policy on this

matter.

Let me know if there is anything else.

Jeff

Jeffrey C. Kalinich

Maine Department of Environmental Protection

Assistant Shoreland Zoning Coordinator

Ph.  (207) 615-7044

Fax. (207) 822-6303

www.Maine.gov/dep
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open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jeff -

On Feb 15, the Town of Long Island's Planning Board will hold a public hearing on several proposed

amendments to the Town's Land Use Ordinance (Chapter 14).  Among those is the attached amendment to the

Shoreland Zoning Districts Standards (Article 4).  This version I am sending today is substantially the

same as the one you informally reviewed last year.

The differences are overwhelmingly minor formatting or wordsmithing changes.

Per our earlier emails, I'm also sending you several questions about the proposed amendment. Your

responses to these questions will be very helpful when the Board makes a decision to approve the

amendment and advance it as an agenda item at this year's Town Meeting.

I very much appreciate the time you have already spent on this issue.

Your response to these questions by Wednesday, Feb 10, would be appreciated.

Steve Hart, Chair

Planning Board, Town of Long Island

-------

Page 4-14. Section 4.15 C(10) adds language that provides “vegetation may be removed in excess of the

standards in Section 15(P) of this ordinance in order to conduct shoreline stabilization of an eroding

shoreline, provided that a permit is obtained from the Planning Board.

Construction equipment must access the shoreline by barge when feasible as determined by the Planning

Board.”

Q 1. What criteria would the Planning Board be expected to consider in order to approve the removal of

vegetation in excess of the standards in Section 15(P)?

Q 2. What criteria would the Planning Board be expected to consider in order determine the feasibility of

accessing the shoreline by barge and thus require access to the shoreland by barge?

Q 3. A note in the DEP publication,  Chapter 1000: GUIDELINES FOR MUNICIPAL SHORELAND ZONE ORDINANCES

says, “A permit pursuant to the Natural Resources Protection Act is required from DEP for Shoreland

Stabilization activities.” Would decisions by a local planning board as the removal of excess vegetation

and shoreland access be subject to later review and approval by DEP?

Page 4-20. Section 4.15 N (5) adds a stipulation that livestock grazing associated with ongoing farm

activities, and which are not in conformance with the setback provisions may continue, provided that such

grazing is conducted in accordance with a Conservation Plan that has been filed with the Planning Board.

Q 4. Does this requirement for a conservation plan to be filed with the Planning Board carry with it a

 responsibility for the Planning Board to approve the conservation plan?

8. Page 4-40. the Planning Board proposes to amend the definition of Hazard Tree in DEP's guidelines to

clarify that a serious and imminent risk to bank stability includes a tree that has begun to topple which

the local code enforcement officer determines has a sufficient size root mass to destabilize the bank in

a location that will lead to further destabilization or failure of the bank.

Q 5. The Planning Board's understands that adding this clarification to the definition is acceptable to

DEP.  Is that understanding correct?
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